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comprehensionSection ADirections: In this section, you will hear 8

short conversations and 2 long conversations . At the end of each

conversation, one or more questions will be asked about what was

said . Both the conversation and the questions will be spoken only

once . After each question there will be a pause . During the pause,

you must read the four choices marked A,B,C and Dandy decide

which is the best answer . Then mark the corresponding letter on

Answer Sheet 2 with a single line through the center11 A、every

weekends B、frequently C、occasionally D、rarely12 A、because

the policeman stopped him B、because the driver charged too

muchC、for no good reason D、because he had been rubbed13 A

、there is no time to fit in a course B、she has not started to work

yet C、it is too early to register for the course D、she has a lot of

forms to sign 14 A、the woman can pay either person B、the

woman should buy the one she likes C、he likes the same on that

the woman does D、he will talk to either person15 A、he cannot

find the tickets B、he does not want to sit in the frontC、he would

rather stand than sit down D、he expects the hall to be crowed16 A

、he left his notes in class B、he had to borrow the notes from his

classmatesC、he does not have an exam D、he loaned his notes to a

classmate 17 A、it left a few minutes ago B、they do not have to

rush for itC、he had rather take a later one D、he thinks it has been



delayed again18 A、she is going to the eye doctor 、 B、she is

supervising new employees C、she is having her dinner in the

cafeteria D、she is looking for some help19 A、a sick fried B、a

math class C、school policy D、the man is test20 A、because it is

against the law B、because the man is not a member of terry’s

familyC、because the woman cannot find the testD、because terry

was too sick to take the test21 A、young B、Purcell C、Raleigh D

、Kelly22 A、call his friend B、go to the office to get his testC

、sends the woman a letter D、takes the test laterQuestion 2323 A

、notice on the bulletin board B、a book for a class the man is

takingC、a chemistry class that is being taught D、the library

reserve desk24 A、he is starting the course late B、the subject is

difficult to readC、the professor is very reserved D、the book is

difficult to read 25 A、Check out a chemistry book B、make copies

of all the pages in the bookC、put a notice on the bulletin board D

、Look for a copy of the book on the reserve shelfSection

BDirections: In this section, you will hear 3 short passages 、 At the

end of each passage, you will hear some questions 、 Both the

passage and the questions will be spoken only once 、 After you hear

a question, you must choose the best answer from the four choices

marked A,B,C and D 、 Then mark the corresponding letter on

Answer Sheet 2 with a single line through the centrePassage

oneQuestion 2626. A、the speaker’s friend entered his house from

back doorB、the speaker’s friend entered his neighbor’s house

by mistakeC、a thief entered the speaker’s house by mistakeD

、the speaker’s friend entered the room by climbing the apple tree



27 A、to cook something for him B、to wait for him C、to give

him advice D、to have a meal and drink by himself28 A、under

apiece of stone B、under the windowC、in the kitchen D、near the

living-roomPassage twoquestion2929 A、forgetfu B、lazy C

、careful D、serious30 A、he always walked to work B、to visit his

uncleC、he always walked to work D、he lives with his sister and

her family31 A、To punish Mr 、 brown B、to visit his uncleC、to

receive the bills D、to inquire somethingPassage three32 A、The

history of Benjamin Franklin B、the history of the US mailC、the

changes of writing letters D、the history of US33 A、two centuries

B、300 years agoC、in 1691 D、in the 16th century34 A、the

British government B、the private contractorsC、Benjamin

Franklin D、George Washington35 A、he established a

government service B、eveloped a system called “star routes”C

、he built a lot of post offices D、he established the postal

systemSection CDirections: In this section, you will hear a passage

three times . When the passage is read for the first time, you should

listen carefully for its general idea . When the passage is read for the

second time, you are required to fill in the blanks numbered from 36

to 43 with the exact words you have just heard. For blanks numbered

from 44 to 46 you are required to fill in the missing information . For

these blanks, you can either use the exact words you have just heard

or write down the main points in your own words. Finally, when the

passage is read for the third time, you should check what you have

writtenArt, said Picasso, is alie that makes us realize the truth 、 So is

a map we do not usually_(36)____ the precise work of the



mapmaker with a __(37)__object of art . yet a map has many

qualities that a painting or a poem has .it is truth realized in a

_(38)______way, holding meanings it does not express on the

surface .and like work of art ,it requires__(39)_ reading .Thus, map

and reality are not, and cannot be, __(40)_no aspect of map use is so

obvious yet so often _(41)_,most map reading mistakes occur

because the user forgets this __(42)__fact and expect a one to one

__(43)_ between map and reality .__(44)_to understand a painting,

you must have some idea of the medium which was used by the artist

. you would not expect a water color to look anything like an oil

painting or a charcoal drawing,even if the subject matter of all three

were the same, __(45 ).as a map-reader, you should always be aware

of the invisible hand of the mapmaker . __(46)__ .the mapmaker

translates reality into an impression of the environment, for such

communication to take place . The map-reader as well as the

mapmaker must know something about how maps are created.
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